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Abstract
We give a general method to construct divisible designs from semield planes and we use
this technique to construct some divisible designs. In particular, we give the case of twisted
eld plane as an example. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In [11] the author uses a method to construct divisible designs by imprimitive per-
mutation groups which are 2-R-transitive. Moreover, in [10] it was proven that if 
is a translation plane with a collineation group G acting 2-transitively on ⊆ ‘∞,
then (TG;L(); R), where R is the parallelism relation, T is the translation group and
L()= {‘∈  | ‘∩ ‘∞ ∈}, is an imprimitive group which is 2-R-transitive. Using
this method we construct some divisible designs.
In Section 2, we prove that if (D) is a semield plane and Nr(D) is the right
nucleus of D, (see [7]), then the group GG2, where G= {c : (x; y)→ (x; y ◦ c) |
c∈Nr(D) − {0}} and G2 = {t : (x; y)→ (x; x ◦ t + y) | t ∈Nr(D)}, acts 2-transitively
on the set (Nr(D))⊆ ‘∞. Therefore, (TGG2;L((Nr(D))); R) is an imprimitive group
which is 2-R-transitive. Then, we construct some classes of divisible designs from these
permutation groups, and we study some properties of these divisible designs.
Finally, we construct a class of divisible designs from twisted eld planes as an
example of this general method.
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2. Preliminary results and denitions
Let X be a nite set of size v and R be an equivalence relation on X .
Denition 2.1. If [x] for x∈X denotes the R-equivalence class containing x and R
denotes the set of all R-equivalence classes, then a subset Y of X is called R-transversal
if |Y ∩ [x]|61 for every x∈X .
Denition 2.2. Let B be a family of R-transversal subsets of X and let s; k;  be
positive integers with 26k¡v. Then the triple D=(X;B;R) is called a (v; s; k; )-
divisible design if
(i) |[x]|= s for all x∈X ;
(ii) |B|= k for all B∈B;
(iii) for all x; y∈X , such that [x] 
= [y], there exist  elements of B that contain x
and y.
The elements of X are called points, those of B blocks, and those of R points
classes. If D is a (v; s; k; )-divisible design, then the number of blocks through a
given point is a constant number r and we have
r(k − 1)= (v− s) and bk = vr;
where b is the number of blocks of D. For examples about divisible designs see [4]
or [6].
Denition 2.3. Let (G; X ) be a nite permutation group and R be an equivalence re-
lation on X . If R is G-admissible, that is
x; y∈X and xRy implies xgRyg for all g∈G;
then the triple =(G; X; R) is called an R-permutation group (see [11]). Moreover,
(G; X; R) is called t-R-homogeneous (t-R-transitive, respectively) if, for every two
R-transversal t-subset of X; S = {x1; : : : ; xt} and S ′= {y1; : : : ; yt}, there exists g∈G
such that S ′= Sg (and yi = x
g
i for every i=1; 2; : : : ; t, respectively).
In [11] the following proposition was proven.
Proposition 2.4. Let =(G; X; R) be a nite R-permutation group which is 2-R-homo-
geneous, and let B be an R-transversal k-subset of X , with 2¡k¡v. Then, D(; B)=
(X; BG;R), where BG = {Bg | g∈G} and R is the set of points classes, is a divisible
design admitting G as a block-transitive automorphism group and with parameters:
s= |[x]| with x∈X; k = |B|; v= |X |; and = |G|=|GB|(k(k − 1))=(v(v− s));
where GB is the setwise stabilizer of B.
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Our next aim is to show that we can construct 2-R-transitive R-permutation group
from translation planes, (see [9,10]).
Proposition 2.5. Let  be a translation plane and let  be a subset of the line at
innity ‘∞. If H is a collineation group that acts 2-homogeneously on  and if
L()= {‘∈  | ‘∩ ‘∞ ∈} then the triple (TH;L(); R), where R is the parallelism
relation, and T is the translation group of , is an R-permutation group which is
2-R-homogeneous.
Let P be an aHne point of a translation plane  and let ′ be a subset of , where
 is as above. Then we dene,
B=LP(′) := {‘∈L(′) | P ∈ ‘}:
In [5] the next proposition was proven; it gives a method for constructing a new
class of divisible designs from the divisible designs (L(); BTH ;R), where T and H
are as in the previous proposition.
Proposition 2.6. Let  be a nite translation plane with a collineation group H
which is 2-homogeneous on ⊆ ‘∞ and let T be its translation group. Consider
the 2-R-homogeneous permutation group (TH;L(); R). If ||= Ik and if ′ is a
k-subset of ; (k¿2) with Ik − k¿2, we set B=LP(′) and B′=LP( − ′): If
(L(); BTH ;R) is a (v; s; k; )-divisible design with b blocks then, (L(); B′TH ;R) is
a (v′; s′; k ′; ′)-divisible design, having the same number of blocks as (L(); BTH ;R),
where v′= v; s′= s; k ′= Ik − k, and ′= + (b( Ik 2 − 2 Ikk − Ik + 2k))=(v(v− s)).
Let (D;+; ◦ ) be a semield, then the subset of D, Nr(D)= {c∈D | ∀x; y∈D : (x ◦y)
◦ c= x ◦ (y ◦ c)} is called the right nucleus. Let (D) be the translation plane associated
with the semield D. Then the points of (D) (see [8,7]) are ordered pairs (x; y), where
x; y∈D, together with elements of the form (x), where x∈D and (∞), where ∞ is a
symbol not contained in D. The lines of (D) will be represented by ‘m; k ; ‘k , where
m; k ∈D, and ‘∞. Incidence is dened as follows:
(x; y) is on ‘m; k if and only if y= x ◦m+ k,
(x; y) is on ‘k if and only if x= k,
(x) is on ‘m; k if and only if x=m,
(x) is on ‘∞ for all x∈D and (∞) is on ‘k for all k ∈D. Finally (∞) is on ‘∞.
Denition 2.7. Let D be a semield, and let (D) be a translation plane associated
with D. Then, (see [8,7]), G = {t :D2→D2 : (x; y)→ (x; x ◦ t+y) | t ∈D} is the shear
group with axis ‘0 and center (∞), and G= {c :D2→D2 : (x; y)→ (x; y ◦ c) | c∈Nr
(D)− {0}} is the homology group with axis the line ‘0;0 and center (∞).
It is well known (see [8,7]) that,
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Proposition 2.8. The group G acts sharply transitively on the set = ‘∞ − {(∞)}
of the line at innity.
Moreover we have the following:
Proposition 2.9. Let (D) be a translation plane associated with a semield D. Then
G acts sharply transitively on the set (Nr(D)∗)= {(c)∈ ‘∞ | c∈Nr(D)− {0}}:
Proof. Note that (1)∈ (Nr(D)∗). Let ‘1;0 be the line of points (x; x); x∈D. Then
we have ‘1;0
G = {{(x; x ◦ c) |x∈D} | c∈Nr(D) − {0}}= {‘c;0 | c∈Nr(D) − {0}}. Then
‘c;0 ∩ ‘∞=(c), and (1)G = {(c)∈ ‘∞ | c∈Nr(D)− {0}}=(Nr(D)∗).
Remark 2.10. Consider G2 = {t ∈G | t ∈Nr(D)} and note that, since Nr(D) is a skew-
eld contained in D, (see [8,7]), G2 is a subgroup of G. Moreover, G2 is normalized
by G. In fact,
(x; y)ctc
−1
= (x; y ◦ c)tc−1
= (x; x ◦ t + y ◦ c)c−1
= (x; (x ◦ t + y ◦ c) ◦ c−1)
= (x; (x ◦ t) ◦ c−1 + (y ◦ c) ◦ c−1)
= (x; x ◦ (t ◦ c−1) + y)
= (x; y)t ◦ c−1 :
Furthermore, t ◦ c−1 ∈G2, since t; c−1 ∈Nr(D): So GG2 is a group.
Theorem 2.11. Let (D) be a translation plane associated with a semield D. Then,
GG2 acts sharply 2-transitively on the subset (Nr(D)) of the line at innity.
Proof. Note that GG2 acts on (Nr(D)). In fact, let ‘m;0 be the line of points (x; x ◦m);
x∈D, with m∈Nr(D) xed, then
‘m;0
GG2 = {(x; x ◦m) | x∈D}GG2
= {{(x; (x ◦m) ◦ c) | x∈D} | c∈Nr(D)− {0}}G2
= {{(x; x ◦ t + x ◦ (m ◦ c)) | x∈D} | t ∈Nr(D); c∈Nr(D)− {0}}
= {{(x; x ◦ (t + m ◦ c)) | x∈D} | t ∈Nr(D); c∈Nr(D)− {0}}
= {‘t+m ◦ c;0 | t ∈Nr(D); c∈Nr(D)− {0}}:
Therefore, GG2 maps the point (m) with m∈Nr(D) into the point (t + m ◦ c), and
t + m ◦ c is in Nr(D), because Nr(D) is a skeweld. Now, we prove that G2 acts
sharply transitively on (Nr(D)). Let ‘0;0 be the line of points (x; 0); x∈D. Then
‘0;0
G2 = {{(x; x ◦ t) | x∈D} | t ∈Nr(D)}= {‘t;0 | t ∈Nr(D)}. So G2 maps the point (0)
of (Nr(D)) into the point (t) of (Nr(D)). Therefore, (0)G2 = {(t)∈ ‘∞ | t ∈Nr(D)}=
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(Nr(D)). Moreover, G stabilizes the point (0), and by Proposition 2.9 acts sharply
transitively on the set (Nr(D)∗). Therefore, GG2 acts sharply 2-transitively on the set
(Nr(D)).
3. The construction
In this section, we construct divisible designs from nite translation planes associated
with a semield D.
Theorem 3.1. Let q=pt , where p is a prime, let i be an integer such that i|t, let h
be an integer such that h | (q− 1) and let n be a positive integer. Then
(i) If h+ 1=pi there exists a (qn+1; qn; pi; 1)-divisible design;
(ii) If h+1 is not a power of p there exists a (qn+1; qn; h+1; h+1)-divisible design.
Both divisible designs have the collineation group TGG2 of a nite translation plane
associated with a semield, as an automorphism group.
Proof. Let D be a nite semield and let Nr(D) be the right nucleous of D. Therefore,
Nr(D) is a eld see [8], then we can suppose Nr(D)  GF(q). Moreover, D is a vector
space over Nr(D), and if dimGF(q)D= n, then D=(GF(qn);+; ◦ ). It’s known that, for
every q, there exists a nite semield D with Nr(D)  GF(q). Let (D) be the trans-
lation plane associated with D. Consider, as before, the groups G and G2. Then GG2
acts sharply 2-transitively (see Theorem 2.11) on the set = {(m)∈ (D) |m∈GF(q)}.
Therefore, the group TGG2 acts 2-R-transitively on L(), where R is the paral-
lelism relation, (see Proposition 2.5). So, we can construct a divisible design. Let
H be a subgroup of GF(q)∗ of order h, and let m be the set dened as follows,
m= {(m)∈ (D) |m∈H ∪{0}}. Then, the set B :=L0(m)= {‘∈ (D) | ‘∩ ‘∞ ∈m
and 0∈ ‘} is an R-transversal subset of L() and the triple (L(); BTGG2 ;R) is a di-
visible design. We will calculate the stabilizer of B. Note that (TGG2)B=(GG2)B, and
since GG2 xes (0; 0); (GG2)B=(GG2)m . Then, (m)
ct is in m for all m∈H ∪{0}
if, and only if, (t + m ◦ c)∈m for all m∈H ∪{0}. We have two cases.
Case (i): If h+1=pi, then H ∪{0}  GF(pi)6GF(q). Therefore, (t+m ◦ c)∈m
for all m∈GF(pi) if, and only if, t + m ◦ c∈GF(pi). So, we have t ∈GF(pi) and
c∈GF(pi)∗, since GF(pi) is a eld. Therefore, (TGG2)B= IG IG2, where IG= {c ∈
G | c∈GF(pi)∗} and IG2 = {t ∈G2 | t ∈GF(pi)}. Then, the parameters of the divisi-
ble design are v= |L()|= qn+1; s= qn; k = |GF(pi)|=pi and nally, = q2nq(q−
1)=pi(pi − 1)pi(pi − 1)=qn+1(qn+1 − qn)= 1.
Case (ii): If h+1 is not a power of p, then H is a subgroup of GF(q)∗, but H ∪{0}
is not a eld. Certainly, the group L= {c ∈G | c∈H} is contained in (TGG2)B. Note
that L is the stabilizer of (0)∈ ‘∞ in the group (TGG2)B. Suppose that L 
=(TGG2)B.
Then, there exists g∈ (TGG2)B which does not x (0). Therefore, (TGG2)B acts 2-
transitively on B. Then, there exists g1 ∈ (TGG2)B such that (0)g1 = (1) and (1)g1 = (0).
So, g1 = −11. If m∈H−{1}, then (m)g1 ∈m−{(0); (1)} and (m)g1 = (1+m ◦ −1)=
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(1 − m)∈m − {(0); (1)}: Therefore, 1 − m∈H for all m∈H − {1}. Moreover, if
m′ ∈H − {1}, there exists g2 ∈ (TGG2)B such that (1)g2 = (1) and (0)g2 = (m′). Then,
g2 = c1−c, where c=1 − m′ ∈H . Therefore, for all x∈H ∪{0}; (x)g2 = (1 − c +
x ◦ c)∈m, and x + (1 − c) ◦ c−1 ∈H ∪{0} for all x∈H ∪{0}. This implies that
g3 = (1−c) ◦ c−1 ∈ (TGG2)B. Consider d ∈L. Then, d−1g3d ∈ (TGG2)B, because d∈L
and g3 ∈ (TGG2)B. So, (x)d
−1g3d =((x+(1− c) ◦ (c−1 ◦d))∈m. Therefore, we have
x + (1 − c) ◦ (c−1 ◦d)∈H ∪{0} for all x∈H ∪{0} and for all c; d∈H . This means
that H ∪{0} is an additive group, but this is not possible. Then, the stabilizer of
B is the group L= {c ∈G | c∈H}. So, the parameters of the divisible design are
v= |L()|= qn+1; k = |B|= h + 1; s= qn and nally = |TGG2|=|L|(k(k − 1))=
(v(v− s))= (q2nq(q− 1))=((h(h+ 1))=(qn+1(qn+1 − qn))= h+ 1.
Now, we calculate the orbits on points and blocks of the constructed divisible
designs.
Theorem 3.2. Let (D) be a translation plane associated with a semield D. Let
GG2 and G be the collineation groups dened above and let D=(L((GF(q)));
BTGG2 ;R) the (qn+1; qn; pi; 1)-divisible design constructed above. Then
(i) The group GG2 splits the points of D into one orbit of size q and (qn − 1)=
(q− 1) orbits of size q(q− 1);
(ii) the group GG2 splits the blocks of D into q2n orbits of size (q(q − 1))=
(pi(pi − 1));
(iii) the group G splits the points of D into one orbit of size 1 and (qn−1)=(q−1)+qn
orbits of size q− 1;
(iv) the group G splits the blocks of D into q2n+1=pi orbits of size (q− 1)=(pi− 1).
Proof. (i) Consider the line ‘0;0 = {(x; 0) | x∈D}. Then, (x; 0)ct =(x; x ◦ t): Therefore,
‘0;0
GG2 = ‘t;0; t ∈GF(q). So, |‘0;0GG2 |= q, and there is one orbit of size q. Notice
that, if we consider the line ‘0;k ; k ∈D − {0}, then, ‘0;k ct = {(x; k)ct =(x; x ◦ t +
k ◦ c) | x∈D}= ‘t; k ◦ c, where t ∈GF(q) and k ◦ c∈D − {0}. Therefore, there are
(qn − 1)=(q − 1) distinct orbits, because, if ki = kj · ch, for some ki; kj ∈D − {0} and
ch ∈GF(q)∗, then the orbit of ki is the same of the one of kj. Moreover, |‘0; k |GG2 =
q(q− 1). Then, there are (qn − 1)=(q− 1) orbits of size q(q− 1).
(ii) Being |BGG2 |= |GG2|=|(GG2)B|=(q(q− 1))=(pi(pi − 1)), there are q2n orbits
on blocks of size (q(q− 1))=(pi(pi − 1)).
(iii) The line ‘0;0 is xed by G. Consider the line ‘1;0, then ‘1;0
c = {(x; x) | x∈D}c
= {(x; x ◦ c) | x∈D}, with c∈GF(q)∗. Therefore, ‘1;0G is one orbit of size q−1. Con-
sider the lines ‘0; k , with k ∈D−{0}. Then, ‘0; k c = {(x; k ◦ c) | x∈D}, with k ∈D−{0},
and c∈GF(q)∗. Therefore, there are (qn−1)=(q−1) orbits of size |‘0; k |G = q−1. Con-
sider the lines ‘m; k = {(x; x ◦m+k) | x∈D}, with m∈GF(q)−{0} and k ∈D−{0}, then
‘m; k
c = {(x; x ◦ (m ◦ c) + k ◦ c) | x∈D}= ‘m ◦ c;k ◦ c, with m∈GF(q)− {0}; k ∈D− {0}
and c∈GF(q)∗. Therefore, there are (q − 1)(qn − 1)=(q − 1) orbits of size |‘m; kG |=
(q− 1).
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(iv) Being |BG |= |G|=|(G)B|=(q−1)=(pi−1), there are q2n+1=pi orbits on blocks
of size (q− 1)=(pi − 1).
Theorem 3.3. Let (D) be a translation plane, let GG2 and G be the collineation
groups dened above and let (L((GF(q))); BTGG2 ;R) be the (qn+1; qn; h+ 1; h+ 1)-
divisible design constructed above. Then,
(i) the groups GG2 and G act on points as in Theorem 3:2;
(ii) GG2 splits the blocks in q2n orbits of size (q(q−1))=h, and G splits the blocks
in q2n+1 orbits of size (q− 1)=h.
Proof. (i) The (qn+1; qn; h+ 1; h+ 1)-divisible design has got the same points as the
(qn+1; qn; pi; 1)-divisible design considered in Theorem 3.2. Hence, the action on points
of the groups GG2 and G is the same.
(ii) Being |BGG2 |= |GG2|=|(GG2)B|=(q(q− 1))=h then, GG2 splits the blocks in
q2n orbits of size (q(q − 1))=h. Moreover, being |BG |= |G|=|(G)B|=(q − 1)=h, then
G splits the blocks in q2n+1 orbits of size q− 1=h.
Example 3.4. Now, we construct divisible designs from twisted eld planes as an
application of the Theorem 3.1. First, we recall (see [1,2]) that a twisted eld is a
semield Dc=(GF(qn);+; ◦ ), where GF(qn) is a nite eld with q¿2; q=pt and
n¿2, and the product ◦ is dened as follows:
∀x; y∈GF(qn) : x ◦y=(xA−1)(yB−1)q − c(xA−1)q(yB−1);
where c is an element of GF(qn) such that N (c) 
=1, (here N (c) denotes the norm
of c over GF(q)), A= I − SRc, and B= S − Rc, where Rc and S are the following
maps: S :GF(qn)→GF(qn); xS = xq and Rc :GF(qn)→GF(qn); xRc= xc. Note that
A and B are non singular GF(q)-linear transformation of GF(qn). The right nucleus
of a twisted eld Dc is eGF(q) (see [3]), where e=1 − c is the identity of Dc. Let
(Dc) be the translation plane associated with Dc. Consider the group GG2 dened in
Section 2, then by Theorem 2.11, GG2 acts 2-transitively on the subset =(eGF(q))
of the line at innity. So we can apply the proof of the case (i) of the Theorem 3.1.
Let  Im= {( Im)= (em) |m∈GF(pi)} be a set and let B=L0( Im)= {‘∈L() |‘∩ ‘∞
∈ Im} be an R-transversal subset of L(). We are going to calculate the stabi-
lizer of B under the action of the group TGG2. Then, we want to show when
( Im) IdIt ∈m for all Im∈ e(GF(pi)). So, ( Im) IdIt =(It + Im ◦ Id)= (et + em ◦ ed)=(et +
emd). Therefore, (et + emd)∈m for all m∈GF(pi) if and only if t +md∈GF(pi),
and then if, and only if, t ∈GF(pi) and d∈GF(pi)∗. Then, the stabilizer of B is
IG IG2, where IG= {d ∈G |d∈ eGF(pi)∗} and IG2 = {t ∈G2 |t ∈ eGF(pi)}. There-
fore, (L(); BTGG2 ;R) is a (qn+1; qn; pi; 1)-divisible design obtained from the twisted
eld plane. Notice that the divisible designs constructed from the twisted eld plane
in [5] have q2n points.
Proposition 3.5. Let q; p; i and n be as in the previous example, with t 
= i. Then,
there exists a (qn+1; qn; q − pi; ′)-divisible design, where ′=1 + ((q − 1)(q − 2pi
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(q+1)))=(pi(pi − 1)). Moreover, this divisible design admits TGG2 as an automor-
phism group.
Proof. We will obtain this divisible design as an application of the Proposition 2.6.
Let =(eGF(q)), and let ′=(eGF(pi)). Note that | − ′|= q − pi =pt − pi =
pi(pt−i − 1)¿2. Then, if B′=L0( − ′)= {‘∈ (Dc) | ‘∩ ‘∞ ∈ − ′; 0∈ ‘}, the
triple (L(); B′TGG2 ;R) is a divisible design with parameters v′= v= qn+1;
k ′= Ik− k = q−pi; s′=s= qn, and ′=1+(q2n+1(q− 1))=(pi(pi− 1))((q2− 2q2pi−
q+ 2pi))=(qn+1(qn+1 − qn))= 1 + ((q− 1)(q− 2pi(q+ 1)))=(pi(pi − 1)).
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